MIA
A compact, soft, comfortable
armchair with a strong
personality has joined the
MDF Italia collection.
“As you want me to be” also
in its dimensions: armchair,
pouf and sofa are composing
the collection made of smaller
dimensions that are adapting
and matching any ambient, from
home to the public spaces.

DESIGNER

Francesco Bettoni

MELODY

GRAFO

Version with contrast back.
Uprights and shelves made
from MD wood fibreboards, matt
lacquer in white; back painted in
matt medium grey and dove grey
(for color reference please see
sample Fenix medium grey X021
and dove grey X023).

The collection is made up
of three sofas and eight
elements that together with
three complementary coffee
tables allows endless solutions
to be developed in accordance
to the free, creative interpretation
of the customer.

DESIGNER
L/D/H

TRIM COLOUR

Neuland Industriedesign

DESIGNER
L/D/H

Victor Vasilev

L/D/H

armchair
L87 D83 H70
seat H43 D55

sofa 3S
L214 D83 H70
seat H43 D55

L88 D25 H217

sofa 2S
L200 D100 H60/85
seat H43 D75

pouf
L64 D45 H38

square pouf
L70 D70 H38

FINISHES

sofa 2S extra
L250 D100 H60/85
seat H43 D75

sofa 2S
L150 D83 H70
seat H43 D55
sofa 2S extra
L174 D83 H70
seat H43 D55

sofa 3S
L275 D100 H60/85
seat H43 D75

THEA
Thea, the new upholstered
system, originates from the
female interpretation of shapes
and from the balance of
guidelines in apparent antithesis:
comfortable, cozy - tidy,
dynamic - rigorous, lightweight highly compact.
New 2016:
standard and extra corner
modules.

MINIMA 42

PAD 3.0

The considerable span of the
shelf in extruded aluminium
combined with the joining
system, have allowed to develop
the system in length, making it
modern and adjustable to any
kind of environment.
Modular and flexible even thanks
to the new kinds of storage units.

Simple lines and compact
volumes mark the Pad 3.0
armchair and sofa collection.
The result, designed to be
as both home and contract
furniture, is ideal in living
rooms, offices, waiting rooms,
lounge bars, restaurants and
hotels.

DESIGNER

Lina Obregòn
Carolina Galan

DESIGNER

DESIGNER

Metrica  design Bruno Fattorini

L/D/H

end module
with arm R/L
L103 D96 H72
seat H38 D71

chaise large module
with back R/L
L175 D96 H72
seat H38 D71

standard
corner module
L96 D96 H72
seat H38 D71

intermediate module
L82 D96 H72
seat H38 D71

inclined pouf module
L103 D80
seat H38

chaise longue module
with arm R/L
L103 D175 H72
seat H38 D71

island pouf module
L96 D96
seat H38

extra corner
module R/L
L137 D96 H72
seat H38 D71

L/D/H

free-standing frame
H50/93/137/181/225

FINISHES

frame

shelf
L60/90/120 D33

cabinet

cabinet with door or
with a flap opening door
L60/90 D33 H42

open
cabinet

two-drawer cabinet
L60/90 D33 H42
open cabinet or
open cabinet with partition
L30 D33 H42

Bruno Fattorini

L/D/H

armchair
L77 D77 H74
seat H41
sofa 2S
L137 D77 H74
seat H41

FINISHES

frame

